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3. The Brussels International Exposition of 1957 made an enormous impact on the young
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Aeromodeller has always been inflated with air, a much heavier substance, which necessi-
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before being sent to Siberia, where he carried out his professional duties for the remainder
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-Marcel Proust

three decades, Panamarenko's oeuvre has encompassed fabricating and launching a
racing car and a submarine, in addition to diverse aircraft-from a miniature spaceship to
a flying carpet, to a motorized parachute, to a rucksacklike device, fitted with shoulder
straps, elevating and propelling its wearer without need for additional ornithoptic hardware. Assembled manually by this self-styled artist-technologist, these modelcraft have
been accompanied by numerous other more modest or partial mechanisms devised
to test and communicate the principles of operations in visual form: air compressors,
turbines, magnetic force fields, and much more. In related lectures and publications,
Panamarenko has revealed the extraordinary breadth and depth of his study of many

Far from being deflated by the failure of the test flight, the young Belgian sculptor was
emboldened to design vehicles for travel on land and sea, as well as air. Over the past

abruptly broke the long spell of calm weather, battering the artist and his associates as
they struggled with the huge sac, trying to stabilize it over the cabin in preparation for
liftoff. The danger of an explosion from the highly inflammatory gas was aggravated by
the blustering wind and by the balloon's constant flipping broadside into the gale due
to certain navigational limitations of the design. Soon the wickerwork gondola showed
signs of fracturing under the stress. Then, suddenly, rips appeared in the PVC casing.
Seizing the nearest available tool to hand, a pair of scissors, the artist began frantically
stabbing the plastic skin, inflicting long, gaping wounds in order to allow the hydrogen
to escape as quickly as possible?

Aeromodeller (1969-1971)

On June 26, 1971, after long months of preparation, Panamarenko' inflated The
with hydrogen. Until the arrival of urgent telegrams from
the Dutch authorities, worried at the prospect of such a craft landing in the vicinity
of local residents, his plan had been to fly the airship from the fields outside Antwerp,
where it had been provisionally stationed for several months during its final production
and testing, to the Sculpture Park in Arnheim, where "Sonsbeek Beyond Borders,' a
large international exhibition of contemporary art, was about to open. Violent winds

particular than the abstract notions we have of them.
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Things are even less beautiful than the dreams we have of them but more

The idea of building a zeppelin can be traced
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linking space, time, and motion in the natural
and the microscopic. Whether galvanized by f
research experimentation, even his most tech
as personal as it is conjectural.

different sciences, ranging across astrophysic
and zoology, alongside narrower specializatio
engineering. His highly individual theories un

if it didn't. The objective is then completed within the strict confines of the dream.

my objects cannot function because they are made by a na"if."That isn't the
problem: it's a miracle if the object works, but it would be even more perfect

plane but of exactly producing something that is an ideal. It's enjoyable, even
if I never actually fly it. For me, its success lies in the realization of the dream,
and it's strangely tied to failure. If one is more scientific, more rational, one
loses the ideal nature of the form, and the object becomes simply a demonstration, a functioning proof. I could say: "You are all mad for thinking that

My projects are not exactly ideas, nor dreams. It isn't a question of making a

Panamarenko Orbit

